Some health professions schools find that applicants with a humanities degree have that special “human touch”: they connect readily with others, have a strong sense of historical context and are aware of the ways in which human cultures can affect the whole health care experience. They also are more often multilingual, with skills in communication, creative expression, and analytical thinking. The expansion of interdisciplinary programs in the medical humanities has highlighted how these prized abilities pay off in an increasingly global world.

Join our three guest speakers - all UA alumni or current students - who will share information about different career opportunities in the medical fields for Russian majors and minors. They will also discuss how their Russian training has generally impacted their career.

Meet Our Guest Speakers:

Dr. Joshua Gordon, Evilina Kadimova, Shon Alimukhamedov

Monday, February 21st at 5:30pm(MST/AZ) via Zoom

Click here to join meeting: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/85261714510